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General: Eighteen cross-sections were sampled from the Coshocton (Darr) Log Barn in 
Coshocton County, Ohio. The cross-sections were processed and crossdated at the 
Wooster Tree Ring Lab using standard dendrochronological techniques (Stokes and 
Smiley, 1968).  These include preparing the core surfaces by sanding, counting, and 
measuring ring-widths to the nearest 0.001 mm. Crossdating was performed visually and 
using the computer routine COFECHA (Holmes, 1983).   
 
 The eighteen samples consisting of cross-sections from oak trees (Quercus) 
(Table 1) were internally crossdated with one another to construct a floating 263 ring-
width series.  The floating chronology was then absolutely dated against calendar-dated, 
living, ring-width chronologies from the region including Johnson Woods, Sigrist 
Woods, and Browns Lake Bog (ITRDB, 2005: Wooster Tree Ring Lab, unpublished data, 
2005).  The floating ring-width chronology spans 263 years and when adjusted to 
calendar dates ranges from AD 1570- 1833. 
  
 Table 1 summarizes the calendar dates of each sample and lists the presence of 
the bark year of a sample. The bark year is the outermost complete ring that a sample has.  
If a sample has the bark year on it, the calendar-dated year is equivalent to the last year of 
growth for the tree before it was sampled or cut down.   
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 1.  Calendar-dated tree-rings series from the Coshocton (Darr) Log Barn. 
 
Sample 
number 
First Year of 
growth 
Last Year of 
growth 
 
Total 
Years 
Bark year/ last year of 
growth (*) 
CLB1 1570 1826 256  
CLB2 1663 1831 168  
CLB3 1633 1827 194  
CLBL4 1670 1831 161 * 
DR01 1666 1832 166   
DR02 1687 1832 146   
DR04 1692 1832 141 * 
DR05 1667 1832 165 * 
DR06 1705 1832 127   
DRL7 1696 1830 134 * 
DRL8 1685 1827 142  
DR09 1674 1813 139   
DR10 1691 1831 140   
DR11 1706 1832 126 * 
DR12 1670 1833 163  
DR13 1715 1832 117 * 
DR15 1633 1829 196  
DRLX 1665 1829 164  
 
 
 The Coshocton (Darr) Log Barn was constructed in the early 1830s.  This was 
determined by cross-dating all the logs with each other to construct a floating ring-width 
chronology. The early 1830s were the first years when settlers came into Ohio and took 
down trees to built a settlement here.  
 This chronology will contribute to tree-ring data in Northeast Ohio as well 
as be included in climate studies, especially those concerned with drought variability in 
the region and our efforts to date historical structures. All cores and data are archived at 
the Wooster Tree Ring Lab, which is housed in Scovel Hall in the Department of 
Geology at The College of Wooster. We would be happy to discuss the results with you; 
specific information can be found on the TRL website 
(www.wooster.edu/geology/tr/trl.html). 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Tree-ring crossdating relies on matching overlapping ring-width patterns. If 
matches are made to living tree then calendar dates can be assigned to the outer rings of 
the tree.  
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